
FAQ 
Q Can I wash the insoles? 

A Our insoles are not machine-washable. When you would like to clean your insole, wipe the insoles 

with a warm soapy cloth (do not soak). Ensure you dry them out fully before placing them back into the 

shoes. 

 

Q How can I dry the insoles if they are moist? 

A If your Scholl insoles are humid, we would recommend you remove them from the shoe and air them 

in a dry room. If the insoles are damaged by moisture, we recommend not using them further and look 

to purchase a replacement pair. 

 

Q How can one insole fit for different shoe sizes? 

A Your can cut your Scholl Insoles to size (GelActiv only). To do this, cut along the outlines to match the 

insoles to the different shoe sizes. You can find detailed instructions on how to cut the insoles on the 

inside of the packaging. 

 

Q How do I have to put the insole in the shoe? 

A Remove your existing insoles and replace them with our Scholl insoles. 

 

Q How long will my insoles last? 

A You should look to replace your insoles when they begin to show signs of wear. Purchasing a 

replacement pair every 4-6 months is recommended. 

 

Q Is there a difference between insoles for men and for women? 

A The difference is the size. That means if you are a woman who needs a bigger size you can use insoles 

for men, if you are a man who needs a smaller size you can use insoles for women. 

 

Q What is the difference between GelActiv insoles and orthopaedic/orthotic insoles? 

A Orthopaedic and orthotic insoles are designed, among other aspects, for compensation of foot 

pathologies/position issues and the correction of false posture. They help to control or change the way 

your foot works, and can add support and relieve foot pain. As a rule they are recommended by an 

expert and often tailored to suit the exact shape of your foot. Scholl GelActiv insoles offer non-stop 

comfort all day long and are not to be confused with orthopaedic or orthotic insoles. If you are reliant 

on orthopaedic or orthotic insoles we recommend wearing them instead. 

 

Q When should I use an insole? 

A Scholl insoles are made for tired feet. They offer amazing comfort. For casual shoes, trainers or flats 

used for walking or daily activities. 

 

Q Will my feet smell when using Scholl insoles? 

A Use of Scholl insoles should not have an impact on the odour of your feet. 


